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Abstract : Iraq had been a diverse society with races, cultures and religions that peacefully coexistence. The phenomenon of
internal displacement occurred after April 2003, because of political instability as will as the deterioration of the political and
security situation as a result of United States of America occupation. Biggest internal displacement have occurred (and keep
happening) since 10th of June 2014 due to rise of Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and it’s occupation of one third of
country territories. This crisis effected directly 3,275,000 people and reflected negatively on the social fabric of Iraq
community and led to waves of sectorial violence that swept the country. Internal displaced communities are vulnerable,
especially under non functional and weak government, that led to lose of essential human rights and dignity. Using Geographic
Information System (GIS) and Geospatial Techniques, two types of internal displacement have been found; voluntary and
forced. Both types of displacement are highly influenced by location, race and religion. The main challenge for Iraqi
government and NGOs will be after defeating ISIS. Helping the displaced to resettle within their community and to re-establish
the coexistence. By spatial-statical analysis hot spots of future conflicts among displaced community have been highlighted.
This will help the government to tackle future conflicts before they occur. Also, it will be the base for social conflict early
warning system.
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